July 12, 2019

Commissioners
Fair Political Practices Commission
102 Q Street, Suite 3000
Sacramento, CA 95811
Re: July 2019 Agenda Item 7 – Matter of Cupertino Union School District; FPPC Nos. 16/19863 and
17/521
Commissioners,
I write to you in support of the proposed stipulation and penalty against the Cupertino Union School
District (CUSD) for mass mailing sent at public expense and wish to express my belief that the violations
were more serious than indicated in the stipulation.
I disagree with the statement that “the violation appeared to be inadvertent”. In particular, the glossy
color October 2016 mailing, that featured the message attributed to long-time incumbent and Board
President Josephine Lucey, coincided with Lucey’s unsuccessful re-election campaign only days later in
November. A CUSD newsletter from the previous year had been distributed in November 2015 without
any prohibited references, suggesting that the October 2016 mailer timing and content was designed to
influence the November 2016 election.
The mass mailings with prohibited content were produced during a time of controversial actions by the
CUSD superintendent and school board, including the contracting of a public relations firm Voler
Strategic Advisors without public board approval. As Board President at that time, Josephine Lucey
defended the non-public contract. CUSD had arranged to pay Voler through an existing contract with
attorney firm Dannis Woliver Kelley (DWK) beginning August 2015 even though the firms had no prior
association, and CUSD subsequently claimed attorney-client privilege to withhold some records of their
activity. After being exposed, CUSD then approved a direct contract with Voler in September 2016 but
still claimed attorney-client privilege. Considering the possibility that the public relations firm Voler
could have been involved in crafting the prohibited CUSD newsletters, the Voler - DWK contractual
association potentially raises a conflict of interest for Dannis Woliver Kelley as it represents CUSD on the
matter. It is the same attorney firm involved in the pass through billing scheme, but not the same
attorney.
I disagree with the statement of mitigation “…CUSD contends that its staff at the time did not
understand…” as indication that CUSD still does not appreciate their responsibilities under the Act in
seeking to shift blame on anonymous staff. The CUSD leadership possibly could have used the outside
Voler public relations firm to bypass the judgement of CUSD staff. The statement also fails to explicitly
recognize that the May 2017 prohibited mass mailing occurred after CUSD had been notified that an
investigation was opened on the June 2016 and October 2016 prohibited mass mailings, which is why
the matter is identified as two cases, FPPC No. 16/19863 and 17/521. The stipulation declares that
these multiple violations constitute one count without further explanation.

As the stipulation notes, all but one of the featured public officials have departed the Board at this time,
and the superintendent who oversaw the mailings has been terminated. While it is ironic that the
school district must expend additional precious funds in penalty for the actions of former administration
and board members, it is necessary to recognize that violations of the Act occurred to obtain some
accountability and compliance in the future. With noted concerns, I support a Commission approval of
the stipulation and penalty in the Matter of Cupertino Union School District.

Sincerely,
Ed Brown

